Welcome to the spring 2018 issue of Trustee Insights, the American Hospital Association’s (AHA) multimedia package for trustees and CEOs. This issue features insights into patient safety; board oversight of quality; new governance approaches to strategic planning; board orientation best practices; and how to maximize board oversight of health systems.

As part of the AHA’s enhanced offerings for trustees, beginning with our next issue in July, Trustee Insights will become a bi-monthly resource that integrates many of the key features and resources available to trustees and CEOs.

New Resources for Foundation Boards Explore four concrete actions your board can take to make diversity and health equity a priority for your health care organization.

A commentary from Paul H. Keckley, Ph.D.

New Model for Equity of Care Learn how businesses are assuming a larger role in shaping health care purchasing and delivery, and the implications of these new trends for hospital and health system governance.

A PowerPoint on the key environmental trends and implications

职业教育委員会

New resources include

A brief focusing on the state of patients’ access to and engagement with their health data

Engaging Millennials in Governance Insights into the large and influential different generation and how to best engage them in boardroom discussion questions.

New On-Demand Webinars

Board Orientation Best Practices with Diane Orlikoff and Dan Schindlinger A set of board education and orientation best practices that can help the entire board form a high-functioning team much faster as each new trustee comes on.

The Role of the Board Chair with Jamie Geldof-Davis, Jonathan Orlikoff, and Diane Orlikoff An in-depth look at the role.Learn the key questions for boards to ask and approaches to take to clarify an explicit role and expectations for the board chair.

Trustee Education Calendar

AHA Annual Meeting May 6-9, 2018

Diligent Board Advisor Leadership July 26-28, 2018

Trustee Magazine

Trustee Magazine April 2018: You can’t spell ‘success’ without ‘S’...The ‘S’ at the front means Success, not Survival. Find out how to make sure your board is focused on value and not just survival.

Recent AHA Resources & Tools

FutureScan for the Future 2018-2023: Healthcare Trends & A Fresh Look at the key environmental trends that health leaders need to be aware of in 2018-2023: healthcare trends and topics.

Embracing Electronic Patient Engagement Programs: Strategies for one of the most transformative tools in today’s health care world to support and engage with health system patients.